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District 
Continues 
to Adjust to 
Pandemic

The 2020-2021 school year has been 
unlike any other in history.  After 

the COVID-19 pandemic closed the 
Bald Eagle Area School District along 
with schools across the country last 
spring, school administrators, faculty, 
and staff spent the summer preparing to 
reopen in the fall amid ever-changing 
state regulations and the uncertainty of 
the surging pandemic.  

Over the summer, the district 
took a number of measures to open 
schools safety in the fall. Policies were 
developed for quarantining and contact 
tracing after exposure to COVID-19. 
Sanitization measures, including 
air-cleaning machines in the nurses’ 
suites and ionization air systems in 
classrooms, aimed to halt the spread of 
the virus in school buildings. The start 
of the school year was moved a week 
earlier in August to provide greater 
flexibility in the case of pandemic-
related closures.

At the beginning of the school year, 
students saw a number of changes to 
their school routines. Most noticeably, 

not everyone returned to the physical 
classroom. In addition to in-person 
learning and  the district’s existing 
Cyber Academy, students were given 
the options of full-time remote learning 
or a hybrid model consisting of two 
days in class followed by two days of 
at-home learning. 

Those students who returned to 
the physical classroom were greeted 
by teachers and staff taking their 
temperatures as they entered the 
building. Meals were grab-and-go to 
minimize personal contact. Extra items 
had been removed from classrooms, 
and desks were spaced as far apart 
as possible, with all students facing 

in the same direction. Everyone in 
the buildings wore face masks, with 
10-minute mask breaks provided during 
the day. Using the Zoom platform, 
teachers taught students at home along 
with the students in the classroom.

Superintendent Scott Graham, who 
took the reins of the district in June, 
recounts the effort that the district has 
undergone to maintain learning during 
the pandemic while recognizing the 
ongoing challenges. With the return of 
Penn State students in August, some 
districts in the area soon saw an uptick in 
COVID-19 cases, leading to temporary 
virtual learning for all students. BEA 
was able to make it until the middle 
of November before implementing 
its first district-wide temporary 
building closure. Mr. Graham says, “In 
November, the number of cases had 
gotten a lot worse, and the state came 
out with a new matrix, which takes a lot 
out of my hands.”

However, Mr. Graham points out 
that the steps that the district has taken 
have helped to shorten the school 

Follow the plan, and 
good things will 

happen.

Happy 2021 everyone! I cannot believe I have been the 
Superintendent at Bald Eagle Area for over eight months. It certainly 
has been a challenging year with the virus and navigating through 
these unprecedented times.

I said in the last Eagle Pride newsletter that a person's true 
character is shown during a crisis. I have seen many more positives 
than negatives during this school year. I have witnessed faculty 
teaching in multiple ways simultaneously and staff rising to the 
occasion to go the "extra mile" to help make the buildings safe 
for students and to provide services to students both in-person and 
virtually.

Change is never easy, and we have had to change the entire 
method of how we educate our students. But through it all, I have 
seen so many positives. I am so proud of our students. They have 
adapted better than I could have ever imagined throughout this 
year. From quarantines to school closures, our students have shown 
resilience and maturity beyond their years.

When I was hired last year, I read through every comment on 
what the staff and community wanted in their next Superintendent. 
Overwhelmingly, they wanted someone who would communicate 
information while being transparent. I hope that I have met these 
expectations so far. I will continue to communicate openly to the 
community as long as I am Superintendent of this district.

As we move forward through the rest of the school year, I cannot 
predict what the future may hold. However, I see hope that there 
will be an end to this pandemic, hopefully sooner than later.

In the meantime, it has been wonderful that students have still 
been able to participate in sports and other extracurricular activities 
this year.

I am happy that we are now able to offer middle school students 
who take high school classes credit towards graduation. This will 
open up more flexibility in students' schedules, and I am working 
with the high school administration and guidance counselors to 
offer more dual enrollment college courses at the high school at a 
very reduced rate to parents.

I am also very excited that I am meeting with teachers from each 
school on the newly formed Superintendent's Advisory Council. 
This group discusses and problem-solves issues at both the school 
and district levels.

Once we hit February, the school year tends to fly by. Graduation 
this year will be Wednesday, May 26, with a time to be determined. 
The last student day will be Friday, May 28.

As always, please feel free to contact me if you have any 
questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
Scott V. Graham

Howard Elementary third-grader Taelyn 
Ripka takes a break from work on January 
29, 2021, the 100th day of the 2020-2021 
school year. Students in Ms. Jan Jones's 
third-grade math class completed a math 
mystery activity, “Case of the 100 Missing 
Treats,” to mark the occasion.  Read more 
about Howard Elementary's celebration on 
Page 7.
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Wingate Nurse Assistant Whitney Summey checks 
a student's temperature as he enters school.
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Two BEA seniors, Zebulon Fry and Meghan Ishler, have been named 
Commended Students in the National Merit® Scholarship Program. This 
distinction recognizes their placement in the top 50,000 of over 1.5 million 
students who entered the competition by taking the Preliminary SAT/
National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test (PSAT/NMSQT®) in 2019.

Zeb  Fry is a member of SADD, NHS, and the football and track and 
field teams. He is also the senior class treasurer. He plans to attend college 
for a possible career in marketing.

Meghan Ishler also was named a College Board National Recognition 
Program Scholar. To be eligible for the award, students must take the 
PSAT/NMSQT® in October of their junior year, achieve a minimum PSAT/
NMSQT score, attain a  GPA of 3.5 or higher by the middle of their junior 
year, and attend school in a rural area or small town or identify as African 
American, Hispanic, Latino, or Indigenous. Meghan participates in NHS, 
FBLA, marching band, and the art club. She plans to attend college, where 
she will major in physics.

A wintry mix on January 26 meant that students and teachers stayed home. However, this was not a typical 
snow day. Instead, the district used its first of the five Flexible Instruction Days (FID) authorized by the state for 
the school year. A snow storm starting on Sunday, January 31 and continuing throughout the day on February 1 
brought about the district's second use of the program.

According to the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE), “A FID is a program available to public 
school entities to be used as an alternate approach to delivering instruction if a circumstance arises that prevents 
instruction in customary manner.” Flexible Instruction Day programs were introduced with the passage of Act 
64 of 2019, adding section 1506 to the Pennsylvania Public School Code, allowing schools to develop a FID 
program to meet the 180 instructional day requirement. FID programs may be online, offline, or a hybrid.

Flexible Instruction Days come with their own requirements for taking attendance and providing instruction. 
BEA first applied for a FID program when PDE waived the application deadline for the 2019-2020 school year 
after the pandemic closed schools in the spring of 2020.  Because a snow storm in December corresponded with 
the start of a COVID-related temporary move to virtual learning, the district did not need to use its Flexible 
Instruction Days. However, the storm provided the opportunity for a trial run of the concept. 

Graduation Credit Change 
Approved by Board

closings. “For example, the last time 
when I contacted the state, the high 
school could have been closed more 
than 14 days, but it was only five. I 
have found that if I approach the state 
with a plan, I get better results than if 
I ask them what to do. I always say, 
‘Follow the plan, and good things will 
happen.’”

Recent state guidelines have 
reduced quarantine time for COVID 
exposure from 14 to 10 days, allowing 
students and staff to return to school 
more quickly after they have been 
named as a contact of a COVID-
positive person. Mr. Graham states that 
he was hesitant to make the change 
at first. “It didn't seem to  make sense 
to lower the restrictions just as the 
pandemic was worsening. But when 
we actually started looking at our cases 
and analyzing them, there has been 
very little transfer within school.  It’s 
a more controlled environment. We 
looked at our own data and found that 
people who caught the virus caught it 
within 10 days and tended not to get it 
during Days 11-14.”

A question on many minds is the 
effect that these changes are having 

on student achievement. Mr. Graham 
acknowledges these challenges. Not all 
students who choose virtual learning 
actually thrive in that environment, he 
points out. “There are a multitude of 
reasons:  There are distractions. They 
may not get up on time. There is no 
teacher there with them. Even with 
the teacher on the computer, it’s not 
the same as being in the classroom.” 
In some cases, he states, the district 
has strongly encouraged parents to 
return students to in-person learning. 
However, he points out, “If the parents 
insist on virtual learning, we will do 
what we can.”

Of course, this unusual school 
year presents challenges even to 
students and teachers who are in 
school full time. Mr. Graham points 
out that unexpected changes to remote 
learning and back can be disruptive 
to learning. In addition, teachers 
are tasked with teaching in multiple 
modes simultaneously. The long-term 
implications of these challenges are yet 
unknown, but Mr. Graham states that 
they will need to be addressed. In the 
meantime, he is hopeful that the federal 
government will remove the burden 

of this year’s standardized testing 
requirements by approving the state’s 
application for a waiver.

BEA, like other school districts,  has 
received federal stimulus funds to help 
it cope with the financial challenges 
resulting from the pandemic. The first 
round of funds enabled the district 
to purchase the sanitization systems 
for the school buildings. The second 
package is currently providing for other 
expenses such as staffing temperature 
check stations in the morning, providing 
after-school tutoring, paying for cyber 
education, and hiring extra part-
time custodial staff for the increased 
cleaning duties aimed at stemming the 
spread of the virus.

When the 2019-2020 school year 
was abruptly interrupted last March, 
schools around the country scrambled 
to provide meaningful learning along 
with the experiences that make school 
memorable. Mr. Graham is hopeful that 
BEA can have a sense of normalcy as 
this spring arrives. He is looking for the 
return of more extracurricular activities 
and wants to provide a memorable end 
of the school year for seniors. “We’ll 
do everything in our power,” he says.

At the September 10 School Board Meeting, the Board of Education 
approved high school credit to be awarded to students who have 

successfully completed Algebra I, Algebra II, Spanish I, or Spanish II in 
middle school. Credit for the courses will also be applied retroactively 
to students currently in grades nine through twelve. These credits will 
be applied to the 26 credits required for graduation, and grades earned in 
the courses will count toward the student's cumulative high school Grade 
Point Average (GPA).

Letters regarding the change were mailed home with report cards 
for students in Grades 7 and 8 in January, and  students were given the 
option to apply the middle school courses and grades toward high school 
credit requirements. Current high school students who have already taken 
Algebra I, Algebra II, Spanish I, or Spanish II in middle school were also 
given the opportunity to apply the credits to the 26 credits required for 
graduation.

Board member Jason Penland states that the change could motivate 
students “by providing tangible benefits in the way of credit towards 
graduation, help[ing] them see the ‘end goal’ sooner.” He also sees the 
benefit of a potential faster path to graduation for students who have more 
time to take college courses during their high school years. High  school 
students are currently able to take courses through the district's College 
Credit and Dual Enrollment programs.

Superintendent's 
Advisory Council

Two BEA Students Named 
National Merit Commended 

Students

Flexible Instruction Days
A new Superintendent’s Advisory Council 

has been meeting this school year. The 
council, including representatives from each 
building, meets with Superintendent Scott 
Graham to discuss concerns brought by 
faculty and staff and to seek solutions. Mr. 
Graham states that he intends for the group to 
be a problem-solving committee.

One issue addressed this year was the 
increased planning time required for teachers 
to develop and provide simultaneous in-
person and virtual instruction. The district 
responded by providing additional work 
time during planned two-hour delays and by 
canceling weekly after-school meetings once 
per month.
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Each year, Bald Eagle Area 
elementary students celebrate the 

100th day of school by dressing up and 
participating in activities involving the 
number 100. Despite the pandemic, 
Howard Elementary teachers, along 
with other teachers in the district, made 
sure that the day was memorable this 
year on  January 29. 

Students in Ms. Janel Ciancarelli's 
second-grade class entered the 
classroom through a special door 
marking the event and completed the 
perennially favorite activity—seeing 
how they might look at age 100, using a 
special photo app. 

To celebrate the occasion, second-
graders made crowns, on which they 
placed 100 items. Some students 
attached 100 stickers, others added 100 
items such as googly eyes or stripes, 

and others wrote the numbers from one 
to 100.

During math class, Ms. 
Ciancarelli's students wrote 100 
equations to equal 100, practiced skip 
counting to 100, and saw how many 
addition and subtraction problems they 
could solve in 100 seconds. 

Other activities included writing 
100 rhyming words and decoding 
a picture of 100 items. For recess, 
they completed various exercises in 
100-second increments.

Second-grader Faith Cessna 
enjoyed the day's activities. She 
says,  "My favorite part was all of the 
exercises we did in 100 seconds!" 

Mountaintop Area Elementary 
Students Learn Coding

Port Matilda Elementary Holds Luau
On January 8, Port Matilda 

Elementary students enjoyed a 
luau party, including games, crafts, 
snacks, and a Hula dance. Classes 
earned the celebration as part of the 
school’s positive schoolwide behavior 
program (PBIS). The luau had been 
scheduled twice previously but 
postponed due to school closures. 

Activities included throwing 
plastic coconuts into a volcano and 
beanbags into straw hats. Students 
also used foam rubber band darts to 

knock coconuts (ping pong balls) off 
of palm trees and played ring toss 
with plastic pink flamingos. Building 
assistant Abbey Hocker taught the 
students a Hula dance. Bags with 
snacks and crafts were packed ahead of 
time and quarantined. Snacks included 
umbrellas for the drinks, and students 
turned the paper bags into tiki faces for 
the craft.

The activities were a welcome 
break from learning. Hayden Daye, 
a student in  Mrs. Shawnee Morgan's 

first-grade class, particularly enjoyed 
the games. Hayden states that he 
enjoys playing baseball, and throwing 
beanbags into a hat was fun.

PBIS is a framework  for 
improving student behavior and 
creating a positive school culture. A 
major component of the framework 
is teaching and supporting positive 
behaviors. Throughout the year, 
students earn Soaring Eagle Tickets by 
displaying the characteristics of being 
kind, respectful, and responsible.

KEEPING 
STUDENTS 
ENGAGED 

This school year has 
included changes not only 
in classroom instruction, 
but also in extracurricular 
activities and the 
celebrations that break up 
the school year and create 
a sense of community. 
Here we highlight some 
ways in which schools 
have facilitated learning, 
connecting, and serving 
throughout the year.

Howard Elementary Celebrates 100th Day of School

Students at Mountaintop Area Elementary School have been engaging 
with technology by learning coding with librarian and technology 

teacher Mrs. Laurie Hall. Using the Code.org® website, students create a 
character (sprite) and use block programming to write a list of commands 
for the character to dance to music. 
    Code.org® is a nonprofit organization that works to provide access to 
computer science in schools and to underrepresented groups. According 
to its website, it is the leading provider of K-12 computer science 
curriculum, and it is supported by donors.
     Mrs. Hall says, “Code pushes students to use critical thinking and 
logic, and it brings out their creativity.  You can change the background, 
add effects, and make the characters do different dance moves; and 
students have many choices for popular songs.”
     Former librarian Sharon Bittel, who retired in 2020, started teaching 
coding to the students, according to Mrs. Hall, who says that she is just 
picking up where Mrs. Bittel left off. Many students enjoy coding, Mrs. 
Hall states. However, even for those who may not, she wants them all to 
give it a try.
    Siblings Lilly and Gideon Fry have enjoyed the coding lessons. Lilly, 
a student in Mrs. Christina Gugliocciello’s fourth-grade class, calls it “a 
fun educational experience for me and my fellow students.” Gideon, a 
fifth-grader in Mrs. Nicole Thompson’s class, enjoys the class because 
“we can be creative with what we do to challenge our minds to do more."

Mountaintop Area Elementary students Lilly Fry (left) and Gideon Fry 
learn coding with Mrs. Laurie Hall.

Carson Hosband (top) and Coraline 
Mertz display the crowns that they 
created for the 100th day of school.
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Although the process looked a little different this year, 
Wingate Elementary School continued its annual 

CANuary tradition, collecting non-perishable food items 
to donate to the Milesburg Food Pantry. According to 
the CANuary committee, the economic implications of 
the pandemic made this year's food drive particularly 
important. 

Flyers were sent home to families, informing them of 
the opportunity to contribute. To promote minimal contact 
and handling of the food, donation bins were placed 
inside the entrance doors of the school and were taken 
to the food bank weekly. Monetary donations were also 
accepted to allow the food bank to  purchase perishable 
food. As of February 5, the school had collected 340.3 
pounds of food and $165.00 in monetary donations.  

Although CANuary has officially ended, the 
committee  wants the community to be aware that non-
perishable food and monetary donations can be given 
to the food bank anytime.  Community members may 
contact Nancy at (814) 441-9458 for information on 
dropping off food donations.  Also, checks for perishable 
food payable to “Milesburg Food Pantry” may be dropped 
off at Wingate Elementary or mailed directly to the Food 
Bank Headquarters:  Milesburg Food Pantry, 1680 Bristol 
Ave. Apt. 208, State College, PA  16801.

Wingate Elementary 
Continues CANuary 

Tradition BEA music teachers have worked hard to keep music 
in the schools despite the challenges presented by the 

pandemic. 
In May, the National Federation of State High 

School Associations (NFHS), in conjunction with other 
organizations, launched a study to supply scientific data about 
continuing school music programs safely. The preliminary 
guidelines released in August included recommendations for 
masking, distancing, instrument covers, air handling, and 
disinfection strategies.  The guidelines were updated in the 
fall as further study results were announced.

BEA's elementary program has taken the opportunity 
to take a closer look at composers, their works, and their 
part of music history. According to BEA elementary teacher 
music Jennifer DeRemer, “The beauty of music and music 
education is that it is a multi-faceted approach.  We have 
been given a unique opportunity to study more in depth the 
‘about’ part of music. Students have been exposed to a lot 
of different music that we would not have time to explore.” 

Mrs. DeRemer emphasizes that, because making music 
is also extremely important, the elementary  music teachers 
have tried to continue making music with their students 
within the guidelines presented in the NFHS study. With 
safety as the priority, teachers have been leading students in 
using body percussion (snapping, clapping, patsching, and 
stamping) to create music. Music-making with instruments 
has continued with a scheduled approach.  Instruments are 
not shared, and only instruments that are safe to be sanitized 
are used during instruction.  

Singing has presented the greatest challenge in 
elementary music classes, according to Mrs. DeRemer, due 

to the increased aerosols associated with it.  Classes have 
utilized humming and practiced inner hearing to  learn 
songs. NFHS studies suggest that singing should only occur 
if musicians are at least six feet apart and masked, for a 
maximum of 30 minutes of singing. The rooms must also 
have rest after each music class and at least one air exchange, 
but preferably three.   Due to the busy elementary schedule, 
singing is limited  to the first 15 minutes of class in order to 
allow the HVAC system to work and the new purification 
system to remove anything in the air.

Middle/high school music teacher Kellie Long, who also 
directs the marching band, states that singing and playing 
with appropriate safety measures have continued at the 
middle and high school levels. Protective equipment such 
as masks with slits, bell covers for brass instruments, bags 
for woodwind instruments and face shields and Plexiglass 
stands for flutes help to contain the spread of aerosols. 
Percussionists and anyone not actively playing an instrument 
must have a covering over the mouth and nose.  

Ms. Long states that choir students stand 12 feet apart 
and wear masks with special cages that allow better airflow 
for singing. Rehearsals are held outdoors whenever weather 
permits.

At the middle/high school level, concerts have been held 
virtually; however the marching band was able to perform at 
football games last fall. Students were positioned more than 
six feet apart on the field and did not move throughout the 
performance.  Seats were assigned in the bleachers to meet 
social distancing requirements. 

The music department is determined to adapt as 
necessary to keep BEA's students making music.

Making Music While Staying Safe

(Left) Drum major Alice Crane directs the marching band in the stands at Alumni Stadium; (Right) Elementary music 
classrooms are arranged to allow for maximum distancing among students.

KEEPING STUDENTS ENGAGED

Middle School PBIS 
Goes Online

The ClassDojo app has helped streamline the Bald 
Eagle Area Middle School’s Positive Behavior 

(PBIS) program during a school year of in-person, hybrid, 
and virtual learning.

At the beginning of the school year, students watched 
a slideshow outlining how the PBIS matrix applied to 
virtual learning. Guidelines included using appropriate 
language during Zoom meetings, reporting technology 
issues in a timely manner, and logging into Google 
Classroom every day when working from home.

Throughout the year, middle school students have 
earned ClassDojo points by displaying the characteristics 
of kindness, respectfulness, responsibility, and safety. 
Teachers use the app to award points to students 
exhibiting the expected behaviors. Students are able to 
view their points on the app and can redeem them weekly 
by contacting their teacher. Students learning from home 
can pick up their prizes at the attendance office.

Prizes range from small gifts such as bouncy balls 
and snacks to larger prizes such as PBIS T-shirts and gift 
cards. Teachers can also receive gifts for awarding points 
to students.
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Last summer, Mr. Ryan Wade, 
director of BEA’s Drama Club, was 

determined to find a way to make sure 
that this year’s productions occurred, 
even amid the uncertainty surrounding 
ever-changing state guidelines and 
the possibility of school closures. 
He carefully chose plays that would 
work with face masks worn by actors, 
and he arranged for the performances 
to be streamed online to account for 
auditorium seating restrictions or 
building closures.

The fall production, Myth 
Adventures: Five Greek Classics, was 
chosen specifically because ancient 

dramatic performances included 
masked actors, making the safety 
requirement a natural part of the 
production. The play was postponed 
once due to a pandemic-related building 
closure at the high school, but the club 
was able to perform it the following 
week, on December 17, for an online 
audience.

On February 5 and 6, the middle 
school play, Trap, was performed for 
socially distanced audiences of no 
more than 75 people while also being 
livestreamed for online viewers. Actors 
wore masks adorned with the word 
“Trap” to assure compliance with state 

safety guidelines.
Trap playwright Stephen Gregg, 

who watched BEA's Saturday 
production  online, sent a message 
to the Drama Club praising both the 
acting and the technical production.

Drama Club member Alice Crane 
says that wearing a face covering while 
performing provided an opportunity for 
her to further develop her acting skills. 
“We couldn’t use facial expressions to 
communicate,” she says. “We had to 
use body language to express emotion.”

This spring’s musical, Freaky 
Friday, is scheduled for April 22-24, 
2021.

Fall 2020 has been a great semester for the foods classes.  The students of the 
Field & Stream to Table classes have had a very successful semester despite 

the COVID setbacks.  
Out of the variety of wild game recipes made, one of the favorites of the 

students was the Quacker Bites.  Our students put their knowledge of dressing 
and processing to the test.  They used the school's brand new Victorinox knives to 
process the ducks into bite-sized pieces of meat, which they marinated overnight 
to increase flavor and tenderness.  

The next day they removed the meat, wrapped it in pieces of bacon, holding 
everything together with a toothpick for cooking.  The final product was so 
amazing that they were consumed in roughly five minutes.  A quote from Senior 
Wyatt McClain regarding the fare: “Quack-tastic!”

Zachary Markle and Wyatt 
McClain pause while preparing 
Quacker Bites during Field & 
Stream to Table Class.

Culinary Corner
Stephanie Gardner

FCS Teacher

What is MTSS?
 
MTSS stands for Multi-Tiered Systems of Support. It is a 
framework that encompasses all educational components that 
contribute to the academic and social and emotional success 
of each student. It includes standard-aligned assessments, 
ongoing data-driven decision making, high-quality core 
curriculum, parent communication, and targeted instruction 
and intervention. MTSS incorporates a team approach to 
student achievement. 
 
Explain the tiers of MTSS.
 
There are three tiers within the MTSS framework. Tier 1 
includes all students. At this level, students receive core 
instruction and are universally benchmarked three times a 
year on their performance. Students who 
are not responding to core instruction 
alone move to Tier 2. Tier 2 includes 
targeted intervention with a smaller group 
of students in addition to the instruction 
that they receive in the classroom. This 
instruction focuses on areas of need, and 
progress is monitored more frequently. 
If a student is still not making adequate 
progress in Tiers 1 and 2 alone, they move 
to Tier 3. Tier 3 provides the most intensive 
instruction in a group of 1–3 students. 
 
How has BEA used MTSS prior to this year?
 
BEA has implemented MTSS in all the district’s elementary 
buildings for the past several years in the areas of reading, 
mathematics, and social and emotional learning. 
 
Why has MTSS been expanded to the middle 
school level?
 
The components of MTSS are proven methods to improve 
student performance across all educational aspects. At the 
elementary level, we have seen this process work through 
the decline in special education referrals, as well as the 

movement of students through the tiers. Because of the 
success of this framework, MTSS has been expanded to the 
Middle School. 
 
What is the role of the classroom teacher in the 
MTSS framework?

The role of the classroom teacher is to provide foundational 
core instruction and differentiation to all students. Through 
universal assessments and classroom-based assessments, 
the classroom teacher monitors all students’ progress and 
communicates consistently with the reading and math 
intervention teachers to ensure that no student falls behind. 
  
How does MTSS relate to special education?
 

If a student has moved through all three 
tiers of the MTSS framework and is still 
not making adequate progress to close the 
achievement gap, a referral for a special 
education evaluation is made. This is a 
team decision that most often includes 
the parents, classroom teachers, principal, 
MTSS coordinator, school psychologist, 
school counselor, and reading/math 
intervention teachers. 
 

How do we expect students to benefit 
from MTSS?
 
MTSS helps teachers and interventionists organize levels of 
supports based on intensity so that students receive necessary 
instruction and interventions centered on their needs.
 
What plans are in place for further development of 
MTSS at BEA?

This was the first year for implementation of MTSS at 
the middle school level. In the years to come, we hope to 
continue to fine-tune and adjust the tiered process at the 
middle school level and expand this framework to the high 
school level. 

MTSS Expanded to Middle School
Last fall, the Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) framework, already in place in district 
elementary schools, was expanded to the middle school level. Kathryn Burger, MTSS coordinator,  
explains the framework's purpose, operation, and future in the district.

MTSS incorporates 
a team approach 
to student 
achievement. 

KEEPING STUDENTS ENGAGED

The Show 
Goes On

DRAMA CLUB MAKES 
MOST OF PANDEMIC 

RESTRICTIONS
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Opposite page: (Top): Autumn Tobias, Dominic Bathurst; (Center) Coleman Cramer, Fresh Wreath by Kylie Swartz, Calvin Dechow; 
(Bottom) Ashlee Gill, Hayden Cox

The Pennsylvania Farm Show is Pennsylvania’s equivalent of a state fair.  The goal of the event is to showcase 
Pennsylvania’s number one industry—agriculture—and all of its products. However, due to the global pandemic, many 

of the 2021 Farm Show competitions were canceled or incorporated into a virtual schedule that started on January 9.  The 
virtual platform spotlighted the National Anthem, a daily message, virtual exhibits, Instagram takeovers, a Pennsylvania 
Farm Show trail, a duckling pond, and beehive live cams.

The Pennsylvania FFA Mid-Winter Convention, typically held at the Pennsylvania Farm show, also was held virtually 
this year on January 11. One of BEA's first-year members, Lillian Nyman, presented what earning her first-year FFA jacket 
meant to her.  Several of our members were recognized for their outstanding agriculture accomplishments.   

Seven of our first-year FFA members earned a free FFA jacket through the State FFA Alumni Jacket Scholarship fund. 
These students submitted an application outlining why they should be chosen to receive the FFA jacket.  The winning 
jacket recipients from Bald Eagle were Kailey Eckert, Martina Hartman, Mason Houtz, Mikayla Maney, Lilly Nyman, 
Mason Shay, and Sybil Thompson. We also had three seniors—Hailey Bucha, Ashlee Gill, and Kylie Swartz—receive their 
Keystone Degree, the highest award the state can give to an FFA member.  To earn the degree, candidates needed to meet 
membership, activity, and service criteria.

Highlights of Student Accomplishments from Agriculture Competitions 

Agriculture Education Horticulture Exhibits (Department 28):

Dominic Bathurst - Mixed Herb Garden      
Hailey Bucha - Fresh Wreath and Miniature Succulent Garden 
Hayden Cox - Coloring Contest   
Calvin Dechow - Dish Garden    
Ashlee Gill - Fresh Wreath and Miniature Succulent Garden        
Emily Hartman - Miniature Succulent Garden  
Michael Lewis - Mixed Herb Garden
Cale Rice - Mixed Herb Garden
Kylie Swartz - Fresh Wreath  
                                                                    
Youth Public Speaking (Department 40):

The Farm Show held a virtual public speaking contest for two categories: ages 9–14 and ages 15–19. Within each category, 
participants chose from six topics. The Bald Eagle FFA had sixteen contestants. Twelve placed in the competition:

AGES 9-14 
Mason Shay: 3rd Place, Why is Pennsylvania agriculture important to the nation?
Dominic Bathurst: 2nd Place, How do you envision yourself involved in agriculture in the future?
Michael Lewis: 3rd Place, How do you envision yourself involved in agriculture in the future?
Coleman Cramer: 4th Place, How do you envision yourself involved in agriculture in the future?
Shawn Knepp: 1st Place, What is your favorite Farm Show food item and why?

AGES 15-19
Hailey Bucha: 1st Place, What is your favorite Farm Show memory and why?
Cale Rice: 3rd Place, Why is Pennsylvania agriculture important to the nation?
Ashlee Gill: 4th Place, Why is Pennsylvania agriculture important to the nation?
Kylie Swartz: 3rd Place, How do you envision yourself involved in agriculture in the future?
Calvin Dechow: 1st Place, What is your favorite farm animal and why?
Autumn Tobias: 2nd Place, What is your favorite farm animal and why?
Hayden Cox: 3rd Place, What is your favorite farm animal and why? 

Farm Show Goes Virtual   
Ashlee Gill
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Cale Rice, a freshman, is using his grant to improve his gardens and 
greenhouse. This spring, he hopes to redo his  greenhouse plastic and 
buy a grow light. Because he lives on a steep hill, he also plans to add 
a retaining wall to expand his usable garden space. Cale states that is 
ultimate goal is to sell produce:  “I hope that during this growing I will be 
able to take produce from my garden and supply my own produce stand.”

FFA Students Awarded Learning by Doing Grants

Three Bald Eagle Area FFA members—Hailey Bucha, Michael Lewis, and Cale Rice—are recipients of Learning by 
Doing Grants from the Pennsylvania FFA Foundation.
With the support of agricultural businesses and organizations, the foundation awarded $30,000 in grants, an increase of 

$18,000 over the amount awarded in 2019. 
The Pennsylvania FFA Association is a school-based youth leadership development organization of more than 13,000 

student members as part of 151 local chapters across the Commonwealth. 
“Experience is often quoted as life’s best learning opportunity,” said Sarah Sparks, Executive Director of the Pennsylvania 

FFA Foundation. “Through this grant program the Foundation has been able to enhance curriculum, provide tools and 
equipment, and expand the ‘experience’ opportunities available in agricultural education classrooms.”

Hailey Bucha, a junior, is in her second year receiving the grant to help 
grow her small fiber business, Boos Bunny Barn and Fiber Arts.  This year, 
she wrote the grant for purchasing electrical supplies in order to safely run 
power to her rabbit barn. Hailey states, “Having access to running fiber 
equipment, heaters, fans, and lighting will help improve my production, as 
I will be able to work in the barn all hours of the day every day of the year, 
no matter the weather or lighting.”

Michael Lewis, a freshman, is using his grant to further develop his 
apiary. He has already used some of the money to buy books and pay for 
educational seminars in order to become more efficient at beekeeping. He 
also plans to purchase tools, fuel, additional bees, and supplies to build 
more housing for bees. Michael appreciates the opportunity to develop his 
project “because it gets me outside working with nature while learning the 
skills to start my own business.” This year's Elder Eagle picnic is scheduled for 

Wednesday, July 28, 2021, at Stem's Event 
Facility, 253 Sycamore Lane, Julian, PA 16844. 
The event is aimed specifically at BEA alumni 
who have reached the 50th anniversary of their 
high school graduation, but any BEA alumni are 
welcome to attend. The picnic will start at 11:00 
AM and end at 2:00 PM. Changes may occur due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic, so alumni should 
watch for further updates.

For more information about the picnic, or 
if you are willing to help, contact Curt Heverly 
at (814) 482-0880 or via email at caheverly@
comcast.net. If you are in contact with alumni who 
live outside the Bald Eagle Area School District 
and who do not receive this publication, please 
pass this information on by word of mouth and 
social media.

Although the pandemic necessitated the cancellation of BEA’s 
annual Veterans Day assembly, the district honored area 

veterans with free meals on November 11. Veterans and current 
military personnel who preregistered received free takeout meals 
at a Clem’s BBQ stand in the parking lot of the Middle/High 
School from 11:00 AM to 6:00 PM.

The district also produced a video honoring veterans. After 
an introduction by U.S. Congressman Glenn “GT” Thompson, 
a BEA alumnus, district fifth-graders presented speeches about 
the importance of Veterans Day. The video concluded with a 
compilation of patriotic tunes accompanying photos of military 
personnel and veterans with connections to the district. 

Wingate Elementary School held a virtual Veterans Day 
assembly. Major Christopher J. Repin, who serves in the National 
Guard and is an Army Ranger, spoke about the history of Veterans 
Day and about his assignment and soldier life. Major Repin is 
the brother-in-law of elementary music teacher Mrs. Jennifer 
DeRemer.

BEA Honors Veterans

Random Acts of Kindness Week

Students at Wingate Elementary School celebrated Random Acts of Kindness Week during the week of 
February 8, 2021. Throughout the week, students were encouraged to be "Kindness Heroes." Read-alouds 
and special dress-up days reinforced the theme. On Wednesday, February 10, designated "Crazy for Kindness 
Day," students were encouraged to sport crazy or mismatched colors. Modeling their colorful clothing or hair are 
kindergarten students Claire Shrenckengast, Connor Waugh, and Bryce Wheeler.

Elder Eagle Picnic
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Sports Highlights

 

Unified Bocce Team Wins 
Kindness Counts Award

The BEA Unified Bocce Team won the Kindness Counts contest, 
sponsored by WJAC and Blaise Alexander, as part of the Friday 

Night Rivals program.
Each school in the WJAC viewing area could nominate 

one school  program that best demonstrated kindness and good 
sportsmanship.  At BEA it was decided that the Bocce Team would 
submit the application because of their mission of inclusion and 
the change that happens in a school culture when everyone gets 
the chance to be included and involved. The application process 
included a video submission and an interview.

The application committee was impressed by the program, the 
work of the students, and the impact that Unified Sports has had 
on the school.  BEA was unanimously chosen as the winner of the 
award and received a cash prize of $2500, to be used to further 
promote kindness and good sportsmanship in the school.    

A cameraman from WJAC and a representative from Blaise 
Alexander came to Unified Friendsgiving in November to make 
the official announcement and to learn about the program.  The 
team filmed the announcement, a Bocce practice session, student 
interviews, and even some karaoke.  The segment aired on WJAC 
in November.

Team member Thomas Abu-Shaheen enjoys the camaraderie of 
the team: “It's a nice way to show much we care. We let the students 
who have disabilities play to see how well we can do it.”

Mara Hockenberry has signed to play softball 
for Penn State Altoona.

For the third year in a row, Lexi Skripek was 
named to the 2020 AA All-State Team by the 
PA Volleyball Coaches Association.

On January 23, Cooper Gilham earned his 
100th career victory at the inaugural Big Seven 
Wrestling League Tournament in Altoona.

District 6 All-Stars:  First row:  Girls' Soccer (First Team) Sarah Holler, Autumn Tobias, (Second Team) Alex 
Hacker; Second Row: Boys Soccer (First Team) Jacob Saldana, (Second Team) Carter Stere, Volleyball (First Team) 
*Madison Eckley; Third Row: Volleyball (First Team) **Brynne Bisel, **Maddie Perry, *Lexi Skripek; Fourth Row: Volleyball 
(Second Team) **Claire Andrews, Football (First Team) Kyler Cunningham, Owen Irvin; Fifth row: Football (Second Team) 
Tyler Bumbarger (#55), Garrett Burns, (Honorable Mention) Hunter McCool (#50)

*Mountain League All-Star First Team   **Mountain League All-Star Second Team
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District Directory
 Administrative Offices
 751 S. Eagle Valley Road, Wingate, PA
    Superintendent of Schools  (814) 355-4860
    Business Office   (814) 355-5516
    Curriculum/Instruction Director  (814) 355-5731
    Elementary Director  (814) 355-3737
    Food Service   (814) 355-8068
    Plant Supervisor   (814) 355-4860
    Special Education  (814) 355-5731
    Transportation   (814) 355-5516
      

 Elementary Schools
    Howard Elementary  (814) 625-2423
    Mountaintop Area Elementary  (814) 387-6861
    Port Matilda Elementary    (814) 692-7429
    Wingate Elementary  (814) 355-4872
    

 Middle/High School
    Principal   (814) 355-4868
    Athletic Director   (814) 355-5721
    Attendance Office  (814) 355-5721
    Guidance Office   (814) 355-4629

 Central Pennsylvania Institute of
     Science & Technology  (814) 359-2793

 Board of School Directors
   Tina Greene, President and CPI Representative 
   Molly Hoover, Vice-President and PIAA Board Member  
   Timothy Nilson, Secretary 
   Mary Ann Hamilton, Treasurer and CPI Representative 
   Gary Heverly, PSBA Legislative Liaison
   Mark S. Kresovich, CIU10 Representative 
   Adam Frank
   Alesha Gavlock
   Jason Penland
     

Madison Eckley, escorted by Trey Foster, was crowned 
Homecoming Queen during ceremonies at Alumni Field on 
October 2. Addison Proctor, the 2019 Homecoming Queen, 
returned to crown her successor. 
Bottom (left to right) Everett Herr, 1st Runner-up McKenna 
Baney, Trey Foster, Queen Madison Eckley, Gavin Johnson, 2nd 
Runner-up Grace Wagner, Jaden Jones, 2019 Queen Addison 
Proctor

Homecoming 2020

When BEA senior Anastasia Frank graduates this 
summer, she will attend Penn State’s University Park 

campus with a major in kinesiology and as a member of the 
women’s gymnastics team. This next step is the result of 11 
years of juggling schoolwork with a rigorous practice and 
competition schedule, all while maintaining her academic 
standing in the top 10% of her class and becoming a member 
of National Honor Society (NHS).  

 Anastasia  currently competes at Level 10, the highest 
level in United States gymnastics. She has qualified for 
states every year that she has competed and has qualified for 
regionals (the next step above state) at Levels 8, 9, and 10. 
At Level 8, she was the State All-Around Runner Up, and 
at Level 9, she had four all-around and 10 event finishes in 
the top 4. 

 Anastasia states that gymnastics has taught her valuable 
lessons such as time management, responsibility, and work 
ethic. Before the COVID pandemic, she practiced 26 hours 
a week, typically going straight from school to Centre 
Elite Gymnastics in State College and getting home after 
9:00 PM. Sunday afternoons were also devoted to practice. 
Competitions occurred during January through March, 
with post-season competitions in April. During 2020, state 
pandemic regulations caused the facility to be closed for 
months. Although it is currently open, occupancy guidelines 
mean that Anastasia’s weekly practices have been reduced 
to 17 hours.

 Anastasia says that the restrictions have been 
challenging. “Gymnastics is a sport where we need to repeat 
a skill many times, and if we take time off, it is hard to do 
the skill again.” However, she says, “During the shutdowns, 
our coaches helped us with conditioning and strength 
assignments that we could complete at home.”

 Competition season has changed as well this year: 
“Currently our competition season is happening, but it is 
nowhere near normal. Typically we travel all over the state 
and country. I have traveled as far as Texas, Colorado, and 
Arizona, and regionally to New Jersey, New York, Maryland, 
and Virginia.  Obviously, that is not able to happen this year. 
Our season now consists of meets in our own gym with just 
our team.”

 The process of earning a position on a Division 1 
gymnastics team has required grit and determination.  The 
recruiting process, which started when Anastasia was in 
eighth grade, involved emailing coaches, going to college 
camps to showcase  her skills, and following up with calls 
and emails to update the coaches on her progress. 

Although it could get a little frustrating at times, 
Anastasia says that her perseverance paid off. “Around the 
beginning of my junior year, I was starting to be noticed by a 
few colleges. Later in October, I was invited to go on a visit 
to Penn State. I got to go to a football game, eat breakfast 
with other recruits, and watch practice. At the end of the 
visit, the coaches offered me a spot on the team.”

Anastasia is looking forward to pushing herself to 
meet the new challenges associated with university-level 
competition, including the mental strength required. “One 
of my favorite quotes is, ‘If you can’t get rid of fear, do it 
scared.’ I say this to myself because gymnastics challenges 
my body and my mental strength to a very high level. I am 
often told by my coaches to ‘trust my body.’ This means 
that even though I may think I cannot do something, my 
body is capable of doing it. So, although I may be scared 
to try something, I have to remember that to get rid of fear, 
I will have to do it scared until I am not scared anymore. 
Oftentimes the skill will never stop being scary, but I teach 
myself to go for it anyway and trust my body to do it right.”

Senior Spotlight: 
Anastasia Frank

YEARS OF DISCIPLINE PAY OFF WITH 
A SPOT ON PENN STATE'S WOMEN'S 

GYMNASTICS TEAM

Photo by J&A Photography
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A BEA employee is being remembered for her 
dedication to her students. Joyce Baranak, 

special education paraeducator at Wingate 
Elementary School, passed away on August 27, 
2020, after a courageous battle with cancer. A 
1990 BEA alumna, Mrs. Baranak leaves behind 
her husband Timothy and son Brandon.

Wingate Elementary Principal Mr. Jim 
Orichosky remembers Mrs. Baranak for putting 
students’ needs first. “During her illness, I have 
never seen someone so positive and upbeat and 
dedicated to the children of the building,” he says. 

Wingate teacher Mrs. Tina Bickel worked 
closely with Mrs. Baranak for about eleven years, 
beginning when Mrs. Baranak was assigned to 
work with some children in Mrs. Bickel’s emotional 
support room. Mrs. Bickel states that Mrs. Baranak 
quickly understood how to work with her in the 
classroom. “We had to work together closely, 
and do it quickly. We had a very good working 
relationship. We could look at each other without 
words—little had to be communicated verbally, 
and she could take over when necessary.”

Mrs. Bickel also bonded with Mrs. Baranak over 
their common love of fitness. The two participated 
together in races like the Dirty Girl Mud Race in 
Pittsburgh and Color Runs in State College. Mrs. 
Baranak would attend fitness classes taught by 
Mrs. Bickel and would incorporate some of Mrs. 
Bickel’s techniques into Jazzercise classes that 
Mrs. Baranak helped to teach.

Mrs. Baranak’s dedication to her students 
was well-known. “She had a natural talent with 
students,” says Mrs. Bickel. “She had a knack 
for treating them like her own.” On holidays, Mrs. 
Baranak would bring treats and gift bags for every 
student in a class, not just the students to whom 
she was assigned. 

Mrs. Bickel says that Mrs. Baranak will be 
remembered for “the light and the positivity that 
she brought to the school and for going above and 
beyond for every student, especially the ones who 
needed it most.”

JOYCE BARANAK

REMEMBERING A DEDICATED 
PARAEDUCATOR


